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Ultra Realistic
5 Reasons To Start A Business
2

from the

Founder’s

DESK

In this edition of Lock-n-Load
Annual we bring you the very
best of live gaming. You see, at
Battleﬁeld Sports we champion
Battleﬁeld Operators to achieve
their very best through combat
entertianment. That’s why we say
“Your Life in the Adventure Lane
Starts Here.”
We are on a mission to empower
Battleﬁeld Operators to run their
best possible battleﬁeld business.
Thanks to our innovative & ﬂexible laser tag equipment we have
helped more than 400 battleﬁeld
operators across 41 countries.
Aside from industry leading technology, expert craftsmanship and
hi-tech performance components
Battleﬁeld Sports represents a
global movement of battleﬁeld
operators building their businesses. In fact an army of fans is on
the march across the globe.
Since the launch of SATR2 battleﬁeld operators everywhere have
loved the new software, new
games and new perks. Now with
the launch of SATR2.2 gamers
can look forward to more thrilling
combat entertainment.
over [& out]
Peter Lander aka Plan
3

5 Reasons Why To
Start a Business
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4

Make a Difference.
Tax Benefits.
Job Security.
Leave a Legacy.
Make some Money.

Make this Year YOUR Year.

I

f you are an entrepreneur you have probably heard a million reasons why
you shouldn’t go into business. You’ll lose your shirt. It is too risky. You’ll
have no social life. And the list goes on and on. But there are many of
us, despite the nay-sayers, who want to make a difference, what to take the
plunge and start their own business.
So why start your own battlefield business? Here’s a few reasons.

1
2
3
4
5
B

. Make A Difference: The biggest perk of starting your own business
is your ability to make a difference in your community. By running a
laser tag business you’ll be creating some fantastic memories for your
gamers.
.
.
Tax Benefits: Entrepreneurs and small business owners can
take advantages of some tax perks. Check with your local accountant,
because many jurisdictions offer the ability to write off expenses like
travel, internet, phone bills, uniforms and more.
.
Job Security: This might sound counter-intuitive but as an employee you can be laid off, made redundant or simply sacked. If you are
your own boss then you don’t have to worry about getting the “don’t
come Monday” slip.
.
Leave a Legacy: This is a real perk. As the CEO of your company you control where your profits go. You choose. You can sponsor
a charity or help the local troubled youth. This is a terrific feeling.
.
Making Money: It is okay to say that you want to get into business to make some cash. Whether it is an easy retirement or the last
new sports car financial success is defined in different way. It’s what
works for you.
eyond the nine-to-five drudgery running a Battlefield Business is
anything but dull. So get thinking about what drives you. Brainstorm how a Battlefield Business could work for you. And Get
5
Started!

We Are All Different
Google has a tradition of summarizing the biggest search tends each year.
And 2015 was eclectic.
As they say in their annual review, “We are all different, that is not a bad thing, that
is good thing.”
What was important to us last year?
Entertainment was high on the list during
2015, same say perhaps to distract us from
the chilling episodes we experienced.
Celebrities, movies and games like Agar.io
helped us laugh and cry.
Entertainment is an important conduit, a
way to let off a bit of steam. Likewise there
were some fascinating discoveries in 2015
like finding water on Mars and finding a
new planet in the solar system. Discoveries
& entertainment have distracted us from
scandals like the VW ommissions cheating.
Entertainment, it is a way to re-set our
resolve. A way to look on the “bright-side”.
And many Battlefield Operators around the
world have entertained plenty of gamers
during the year.
:-)

Entertainment
Scandals
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New Gaming Gun: Scorpion Mark IV

Y

ou Spoke - We Listened.

Battlefield Operators from around the world told us they wanted a smaller, more compact metal gaming gun. Battlefield Sports revealed its next generation of the famous Scorpion Gaming Gun, the
Mark 4. The Scorpion is a stalwart of the company’s gaming gun arsenal. This tournament grade gaming gun
is designed for exceptional performance and durability. This new model has been designed to deliver light
weight, compact performance and an exciting new look at an affordable price.

“Battlefield Sports is offering gamers a new styling with the same functionality. We are pleased to provide the
standard issue color of black, with optional red or blue models,” said Nicole Lander, co-Founder, Battlefield
Sports.
Designed and made in Australia, the new Scorpion is the fourth model in the history of the Scorpion nameplate.The silhouette with its bent magazine housing remains. This new model makes a big statement in a small
case. The Mark 4 Scorpion features, as standard, the Predator Targeting
System and the patented SATR2 system. The new scorpion features 50mm
mylar speaker, a 40mm Lens, SATR2, CE & FCC Certification and
Patented Technology. The new Scorpion features an aluminium alloy body
with a powered-coated finish and a custom trigger.
The new Scorpion gaming gun model epitomizes Battlefield Sports’s hallmarks of outstanding commercial vigor, quality, and gamer enthusiasm.
“The new Scorpion is all about fun, fast, and reliable performance for those
looking to get started in a laser tag business or for Battlefield Operators
seeking an affordable, dependable gaming gun to expand their gaming arsenal,” said Nicole.
“We are offering a progressive looking product backed by proven technology. We are confident that this new
Scorpion gaming gun is going to turn some heads,” she said. “The Scorpion echoes the best elements of the
Battlefield sports gaming gun DNA. It has great proportions with a low center of gravity so even the youngest
gamers can handle it.”
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Ultra Realistic High-End Laser Combat

8

The United Kingdom’s Virtual Warfare oﬀers kids as young as seven the
change to engage in realistic combat
scenarios.
Virtual Warfare’s Ben Dryer talked to
InterFun about how children ﬁt into
the operator’s laser tag oﬀering.
IF: Are you seeing growth in the
number of kids visiting Virtual Warfare?
Ben Dryer, marketing manager,
Virtual Warfare: “Yes. We have
always oﬀers speciﬁc child-friendly
events but careful consideration is
now made to which equipment and
games feature in each event type.
Over the past nine years we have seen
a steady rise in bookings – mostly
driven by word of mouth.”
IF: Do kids get to play casually, i.e.
at open sessions, or only at birthday
parties, etc.?
BD: “We run at least one open session
a week but the build of our younger
business is through booked parties for
a minimum of 10 players.”
IF: Are children’s expectations of
laser tag and other point-and-shoot
games changing, in the age of the
iPad do they expect more from places
like Virtual Warfare?
BD: “Virtual Warfare is a very highend ultra-realistic setting for laser
combat so we have made a name for
top-quality laser action regardless of
the age group. We have long marketed the experience as being akin to
playing in the latest video game and
the arenas and equipment work so
well that customers of all ages get lost
in the action.”

IF: Which laser tag products do you
use and what are the beneﬁts?
BD: “We’ve used Battleﬁeld Sports
since we started up in 2006. It’s very
robust and reliable equipment with
continuous innovation and gaming
gun designs that appeal across the
range of customers, from mothers to
army units.”
IF: Do you undertake any marketing
activities aimed speciﬁcally at kids,
or is it a cross-sell from the adult visitors?
BD: “We market in magazines that go
out with pupils at the end of term as
well as some web-speciﬁc advertising for parents and children. There
is some crossover between adult and
child events although it’s usually
parents realising how good Virtual
Warfare is and booking it for their
corporate or stag events.
“We run a large indoor karting track
alongside Virtual Warfare. Karting
came ﬁrst and when we were looking
for an additional activity we needed
something that would appeal to a
broad audience that we could run to
the same high standard.”
“The Battleﬁeld Sports equipment we
use allows us the ﬂexibility to cater
for young players as well as a broad
range of adult events – even to the
extent of changing things around in
the middle of the game.”

REEBOK HAS AN EAGLE EYE ON TEAMWORK
Reebok approached Battleﬁeld Sports
to create an unforgettable event for their
quarterly marketing meeting. Kathleen
Donohue from the Reebok Marketing team
wanted a thrilling team building exercise.
In a collaborative eﬀort battleﬁeld operators
from First Person Sports from New York,
Video Game Parties from Pennsylvania
and the Mission Combat Laser Tag from
Massachusetts converted the ﬁeld at Gillett
Stadium, home of the New England Patriots,
into a battleﬁeld for 200 Reebok combatants.
Keith Di Buono from First Person
Sports coordinated the event.
The idea was to transform the New England
Patriot’s practice ﬁeld into a laser tag urban maze.
In May, two hundred employees from Reebok
converged to experience in what turned out to be
one of the most incredible events of the year.
“This is one of the most impressive venues
of the year... Gillette Stadium. We at FPS
want to thank all the staﬀ from Reebok
and Gillette Stadium who made this event
such a success,” said Keith Di Buono.
Up to 100 gamers competed at a time. There
were four teams each of 50 gamers.
“Everyone loved it!” said Kathleen.
“The event went very well, and everyone
from Reebok was raving about it,” she said.
“Thank you again! This was a great success!”
Huge Tactical Laser Tag Event in the USA
“This was one of the largest games of
Tactical Laser Tag the United States
has ever seen,” said Keith.
Dan Sauerwald from Video Game Parties
brought along his overhead ﬂying drone
camera system. The video clip oﬀers
an eagle-eye on the game-play.
The Battleﬁeld LIVE technology scales up
to team building for very large groups. The
current world record stands at 436 players at
once this was a massive event that was hosted
by Battleﬁeld Sports HQ in Australia.
Reebok is a global brand that creates and
markets sports and lifestyle products built upon
a heritage and authenticity in sports and ﬁtness.
Headquartered in Massachusetts Reebok
is committed to boosting creativity and
challenging the status quo in its crew.
9

Four Tips for Running
Really Big Laser Tag Events

Spring is one of the best times of year for laser tag, especially outdoor laser tag. The weather is mild and
people are optimistic. At Battleﬁeld LIVE events can be seasonal and September is often our busiest month.
We love September. Why?
* Because there are lots and lots of birthdays celebrated in September. (After all it is nine months after
Christmas/New Year.)
* Because there are lots of sports team break up events in September. And the Spring Break oﬀer a terriﬁc
opportunity for young and old to play laser tag on their vacation.
You’d think with more than 1,000 gaming guns in our arsenal we wouldn’t book out! But over the next few
days we’ve got 3 battleﬁeld venues running simultaneously plus a full service inﬂatable event and hundreds
of gaming guns rented. More than 755 people have booked in to play with huge battles with to 50, 65, 78 &
100 people playing at once. So not surprisingly the gaming gun safe (this gun safe is the size of a room) is
empty!

Tip #1: Determine How Big You Can Go
We limit the number of gamers who can play at once to 100. Not because that’s the limit of SATR laser tag
system capacity. No sir. It is the capacity of our venue’s car park.
In fact 100 is just a fraction of the world record for the biggest laser tag event. A couple of years ago we supplied the laser tag equipment to the Boy Scouts who used the gear at their Jamboree. They hold the record,
436 people playing at once! Even if you start with a small arsenal the SATR laser tag system can grow with
your business.

Tip #2: Plan in Advance
People like predictability. So if there is any change to your regular opening hours or session timetable, let
people, including your staﬀ, know. We have a Google calendar linked on our web site so guests can see which
battleﬁeld venues, at which times that can book into a public session. (Public sessions is where several different groups booking to the same battles.) Private session bookings can be made at any time of the day or
night, depending on availability.

Tip #3: Select Games That Scale
While the V.I.P Escort Mission is a terriﬁc live-play / laser tag game it works best if you have a group of between 6 and 80 players. If you have more than 80 gamers playing at once the scenario can lose its impact.
A better choice of game is Domination. Instead of using just one game box in the center of the battleﬁeld, just
add a couple more. So the combat action is spread across all three Domination Boxes.
There are more insights on which missions to choose for which groups in our Basic Games Handbook.
Download a copy today.

Tip #4: Make Your Ticket Price Strategy Work
There are two parts to our Ticket Price strategy: group pre-payment and the up-sell.
To encourage big groups oﬀer big discounts if organizers pre-pay for lots of people in one transaction. For
example if people pay on the ﬁeld as a walk-on the ticket price is $43pp cash (for a 2 hour public session). If
someone pre-pays for 1 to 9 people then the price drops to $32pp. If the organizer pre-pays for between 10
and 19 people at once then the ticket is $29pp. For 20 to 29 people at once the ticket is $26pp. And for more
than 30 people in one pre-paid transaction the tickets are only $23pp.
This saves on administration overhead to track individual ticket sales and encourages the organizer to get
those few extra gamers on board! Running lots of small sessions with just a few gamers at once is not as economical as running a fewer number of very large session. There are economies of scale in the big groups.
The other party of the ticket price strategy is to encourage the up sell. As well as oﬀering food and beverage to the gamers there are lots of other opportunities for additional sales. You might oﬀer camouﬂage outﬁt
rental, or sell face paint or other army themed merchandise.

Big Is Beautiful
Being part of a big laser tag battle is thrilling. As soon as you arrive at the battleﬁeld there is a buzz and you
can feel the energy of the gamers.
Younger players love it because there is lots of action and older players love it because there are lots of targets! Everyone gets excited from the mission brieﬁng and throughout the live games. It is an extraordinary
experience.
Playing laser tag can be an experience that they’ll never forget.
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Digital Claymore for Tactical Gameplay - Mark II
Add a blast to your live gaming
with the Mark II digital Claymore
from Battlefield Sports.
The new Mark II digital Claymore
this battlefield prop is available
in the default color of Olive Drab.
This new battlefield prop add new
tactical gameplay to Battlefield
LIVE scenarios.
Now with the addition of the claymore battlefield prop a new element
of first-person shooter gameplay is
added.
The claymore mine simulator works
with infrared and digital radio to
simulate a claymore mine’s blast
effect.
In the standard peer-to-peer game
- the gaming guns work with an
infrared emitter and the Optik sensors which are specialists infrared
receivers within the patented system
SATR2 (SATR stands from Small
Arms Transmitter Receiver).

Three Ways to Play with the
Digital Claymore
The SATR2 system offers gamers
three modes of gameplay.
* Claymore mine
* Normal mine
* Dirty mine.

Importantly the emitters and receivers are integrated so say a gamer
CLAYMORE MINE
starts with 3 hit points when they’ve
been shot 3 times the gaming gun
When emulating a claymore mine
automatically de-activates.
the unit is configured in “kill”
mode. This means that if a gamer
Now with the new digital claymore is in range, they will automaticalthere is another layer of interactive ly be reduced to zero hit points,
gameplay.
no matter what level of hit points
they were on.

NORMAL MINE
A hit from this unit when configured as a normal mine will cause
1 hit point loss per explosion.
This mine can be set to either
TEAM A or TEAM B if friendlyfire is off, or will hit both if
friendly-fire is on.
DIRTY MINE
This configuration actually shoots
continuously for 22 seconds. It
has a cool “Geiger-counter” SFX.
The claymore has a board area,
but short-range.

Splatoon in
i Chile!
i

Nintendo’s squid-and-ink
q
competitive
p
shooter Splatoon
p
was recently
y launched in Chile with the help
p of Battleﬁeld LIVE Chile,
as ppart of a worldwide launch. Splatoon
p
is a new kid-friendly
y video ggame title. It is a multiplayer
p y shooter that replaces
p
gguns &
ggore with squids
q
and ppaints. The ggame ppits teams of four against
g
each other doing
g everything
y
g they
y can to cover the map
p in ppaint.
The team with the most ppaint on the gground at the end of the match wins. Across Chile, Nintendo sell their video games across
the string of shopping malls called Cencosud.
“We approached
pp
Cencosud and oﬀered a jjoint-venture to help launch the video game. We put the emotion into the game. Gamers
could play a live version of the game for free,” said Carlos.
BFL Chile at Splatoon
p
Launch Coke-a-cola was also an important
p
sponsor
p
at the event donating
g thousands of sodas. “The launch
was a huge
g success. “More than 3,000 ppeople
p pplayed
y Battleﬁeld LIVE for free in a live version of Splatoon.
p
The event was so
successful that the Splatoon
p
ggame from Nintendo sold out across the Cencosud shopping
pp g malls in the ﬁrst two days. The other
malls and stores did not have the same success, obviously, Battleﬁeld LIVE wasn’t there!” said Carlos.
“I was told from Nintendo’s headquarters
q
in USA that this was the best launching
g for Nintendo worldwide. Santiago
g had the best
in ppro-rata sales according
g the pplanning target depending on the number of people and the purchasing power of each country, and,
low in operational costs,” said Carlos.
Since the launch in Chile, Nintendo has sold more than 1 million copies
p of
Splatoon.
p
This includes 476,000 (p
(physical
y
and digital) units in the Americas,
368,000 in Japan, and 230,000 in Europe.
Splatoon
p
Launch with Battleﬁeld LIVE Chile “Ever since Splatoon
p
launched
on Mayy 29 in the United States, we’ve seen thousands of ppeople
p go
g online to
have fun in this colorful, chaotic competition,”
p
said Nintendo of America
President and COO Reggie
gg Fils-Aime. “This milestone pputs us in a nice
position as we pprepare
p
to launch 11 more exclusive Wii U and Nintendo 3DS
ggames before the end of the yyear, plus amiibo, digital oﬀerings and games
from our third-party partners.”
12
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LASER TAG
CONCEPT
MAKING
A BIG
SPLASH

Elizabeth Campbell from the Star Telegram reports that the Battleﬁeld Laser
Tag in Hurst Texas is turning heads.
John Pittman, who recently opened
Battleﬁeld Frontlines Combat Lasertag, is getting used to drivers making
U-turns along Northeast Loop 820 so
that they can check out his gaming
venue.
“It’s ramping up. People are driving
down the road and swinging back to
see what combat laser tag is all about,”
he said.
Since opening in late October, business
is revving up as people are booking
parties and other events, he said.
Battleﬁeld Frontlines is in Hurst’s
growing entertainment district about a
half mile from North East Mall.
Developers have converted vacant
buildings along a half-mile stretch
of North-East Loop 820 into venues
where people can play anything from
miniature golf to jumping on trampolines.
Pittman said people are curious about
the battleﬁeld concept of his laser tag
games.
Most are used to a Star Wars theme,
but Pittman said he wanted a concept
based on video games that people are

playing such as Call of Duty.
The idea is to focus on teamwork.
Pitman wanted to expand beyond his
Houston location and considered Austin but chose Hurst as oﬃcials helped
him navigate the necessary permitting
requirements.
Unlike his Houston location, which is
in an industrial area near several oil
companies, the Hurst location is along
heavily-travelled Northeast Loop 820
and close to North East Mall where it
is easy to draw traﬃc.
The entertainment district is also about
a half mile from Rave Movie Theater,
which recently underwent a $2.4 million makeover.
The corridor stretches from Putt Putt
Miniature Golf & Games on the south
to the Battleﬁeld Frontlines location on
the north.
When Pittman opened in Houston, he
didn’t get the type of response as he is
ﬁnding in Hurst.
“It’s all about location, location location,” he said.
John Pittman has been a Battleﬁeld
Sports customer since 2008.

OUT NOW
E-BOOK

Right on Target
Nicole and Peter Lander wrote the
book, literally. A new edition of their
popular book “Right on Target” is
available now. It is available in a convenient e-book PDF format.
Have you ever wanted to start your
own business? Do you want to leverage off the booming online, video and
console gaming megatrend?
Today you can take video games from
a keyboard or games controller experience and morph them into a live,
interactive sport: LIVE gaming.
Gamers experience a new blend
between exercise
and entertainment
- exertainment.
“Right on Target”
is the first book of
its kind.
It offers budding
gaming entreprenerus the inside
running towards success in the brand
new live gaming industry.
Authors Nicole & Peter Lander are
pioneers in this sector. From a small
battlefield in tropical Australia, they
expanded the sport across the world
and spread the phenomenon like wildfire.
The new edition of the book covers the latest in live gaming industry
trends, what it takes to be a live gaming professional, battlefield marketing, and much more.
Email us today to get your copy,
nicole@battlefieldsports.com
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Battlefield Sports Unleashes New Software for the Honey Badger
Renowned live gaming software developer and recoil and have the ability to penetrate barriers
laser tag manufacturer Battlefield Sports is
with a high mass projectile.
kicking off the New Year by releasing a new
version of its patented laser tag system SATR. PDW Innovations
Battlefield Sports has a history of tapping into
the live gaming zeitgeist with its innovations.
SATR which stands for Small Arms Transmitter Receiver is the company’s the world famous
patented technology.
This month Battlefield Sports has started 2016
with a bang by launching its new SATR 2.2f
release. The team have again tapped into the
spirit of our time with the addition of software
support for its popular gaming gun (hardware)
model, now with software Weapon Emulation
support for the Honey Badger.

The .300 Advanced Armament Corporation
blackout cartridge was specifically developed
for the CQB environment and suppressed use.
The subsonic 220-grain load offers significant
improvement in terminal ballistics over traditional 9mm loads.

The .300 AAC Blackout also gives the user the
option of using the 125-grain supersonic match
ammunition for engagements at extended ranges, something the 9mm round does not have.
Likewise this live gaming version of the Honey
Badger from Battlefield Sports is also a light
weight PDW. A replacement for the MP5 is just
This new software supports action packed game what the new Battlefield Sports Honey Badger
play filled with cool sound effects. This new
software, in concert with its gaming gun HB14
software version now enhances the live game
model, delivers.
play of the Honey Badger laser tag gun model,
offering two unique features with the ability to The Battlefield Sports’ SATR Honey Badger can
change from sub sonic to super sonic mode and fire either a super sonic or sub sonic ammunition. Super sonic functions at long range. And
back again.
the sub sonic operates at short range with reThe super sonic mode is the default. This deduced muzzle flash and a quieter shooting sound
fault mode is long range and has the normal
effect. To change ammunition type gamers need
muzzle flash. The software now has a cool
to press the mode (black) button, while desub sonic mode which is short range, but with pressed the player then needs to press the reload
reduced (but not eliminated) muzzle flash and (red) button. Changing modes uses a complete
a lower sound volume effects, ideal for stealth magazine.
work.
This is a brand new feature of the SATR software. To change mode, the gamer holds the
black mode button down and then pushes the
reload, it will cost the gamer a magazine. The
expected game play style is move up in stealth
mode and then when the enemy has detected
you switch to super sonic mode.
Looking To Replace the MP5
The original, real-world, Honey Badger was
made by Advance Armament Corporation
(AAC). It was launched back in 2012 and was
initially created by request of the special operations community and Special Forces operators
who were looking for a familiar weapon system
to effectively replace guns such as the Heckler
& Koch MP5 and other similar Personal Defence Weapons.
This new system had to be light weight, prepared for sub sonic round for suppressed sound
and flash, reliable .30 caliber compatible, low

Games Handbooks 4 Battlefield Operators

In 2015 Battlefield Sports launched a new edition of the original ebook Basic Games
Handbook for Battlefield LIVE and a brand new Basic Games Handbook for Battlefield UNDEAD.
Horror Entertainment: The “Battlefield UNDEAD Basic Games Handbook”
The ebook is part of Battlefield Sports’ on-going
commitment to providing resources and content that
helps battlefield operators run their business and
boost their profit. Readers will learn what works on
the battlefield, both indoor and outdoor.
The ebook shares an understanding of the most
popular Battlefield UNDEAD games which drive
market success. This ebook focuses on these popular games:
* Zombie Domination (with Mystery Box)
* Zombie Kill Zone
* Ward 13, and
* Zombie Survival.

COMBAT Entertainment: The “Battlefield LIVE Basic Games Handbook”
The original “Basic Games Handbook - Battlefield LIVE” was first published in April
2008. Since then Battlefield Sports has published
several more editions, now in its fifth printing.
“Battlefield Sports believes in continuous innovation, a great deal has changed since the publication
of the first handbook. Specifically the introduction
of our patented technology SATR in 2009 and then
the launch of the next generation of this technology SATR2 in 2014. The latest laser tag system
offers great zombie game sup
support,”
port,” said Nicole.
This new ebook speaks directly to the Battlefield
Operator who is wanting to create thrilling experiences for their customers. These zombie games are
a reflection of the new advances in our technology.
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Battlefield
to be granted a patent in the

EU

Out of a Dark Arena & Into the Limelight: Battleﬁeld Sports to be Granted a Patent
in the UK/EU
Battleﬁeld Sports the global leader in ﬂexible laser tag systems, today announced that the European Patent
Register has published its intention to grant it a patent.
The Battleﬁeld Sports’s laser tag system, SATR, is a digital radio and infrared system for commercial combat games. The European Patent and Trademark Oﬃce (which covers the European Union and the United
Kingdom) published its intention to approve Battleﬁeld Sports’s patent this month - almost 10 years after it
was ﬁrst ﬁled in Australia.
Unlike traditional arena laser tag that only lets players play
inside a dark foggy arena, Battleﬁeld Sports with its SATR
patented technology brings gamers into the light, so they can
play either indoors or outdoors.
This patented technology has transformed laser tag, players
know when they have shot their opposition via sound eﬀects
and light eﬀects in any terrain without the need of central
computer system.
“While Battleﬁeld Sports has been well known in the combat
entertainment industry as a leading innovator of laser tag systems for more than a decade, it is still satisfying to get oﬃcial
credit for our inventions,” said Nicole Lander, Battleﬁeld
Sports co-Founder.
“Innovation remains our lifeblood and we have some exciting new innovations planned for 2015 and beyond. We are delighted to have a cadre of loyal and passionate gamers and battleﬁeld operators across the
globe who love the results they get with SATR,” said Nicole.
The SATR project kicked oﬀ in April 2006 when Peter Lander wrote the speciﬁcation for a new generation
of laser tag. Battleﬁeld Sports ﬁled the original patent application in Australia in December 2006.
The Australian patent application number is 2007335257 this was granted in September 2012.
The United States Patent and Trademark Oﬃce granted Battleﬁeld Sports patent no. 8,282,486 entitled
“Live Combat Simulation” back in November 2012.
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Advanced Friendly Fire Revolutionizes
Multiplayer Games

The latest software has a new
friendly ﬁre by Teams Mode.
This has taken the game’s scene
in a new direction. Now teams
can now battle over a Domination Box or other objective,
with friendly ﬁre on. Go to a
Battleﬁeld LIVE venue on any
given Saturday, you will see
gamers running around a woodland, or around a warehouse
arena, dodging, weaving &
blasting each other with infrared rays. Most Battleﬁeld Operators run these combat games
with friendly ﬁre oﬀ. In other
words gamers on “Team A”
(or Team Red) cannot hit their
teammates they can only shoot
their opposition on “Team B”
(Team Blue). Battleﬁeld accessories like the Domination &
Medic Boxes recognize which
team a player is on. For instance
a gamer on Team A can only be
respawned by a Medic Box set
to Team A. Now with the new
Friendly Fire by Teams Mode
Operators can host more realistic game play but still play the
popular Domination Game.
Team Play an Integral Part of
Battleﬁeld LIVE
The Battleﬁeld LIVE game is a
real-time strategy game, played
live. The patented technology
uses peer-to-peer real-time hit
feedback.
Team-on-team engagements &
team victories have been integral to the game play of Battleﬁeld LIVE since SATR was ﬁrst
launched way back in 2009.
The ability to turn Friendly
Fire on or oﬀ has always been
important for Battleﬁeld LIVE
game play, especially for larger
scale battles. Play with friendly
ﬁre one is a more realistic combat simulation. Gamers need
to be careful not to shoot until
they have conﬁrmed they have
an enemy in their sights.
This is important in a small
arms tactical training environment. In this case the right
tactical maneuvers & communication is needed on the ﬁeld

to prevent friendly ﬁre incidents, especially as friendly & enemy forces often
wear similar gear.
In a laser tag scenario the ability to turn
Friendly Fire oﬀ ensures that the players have a great time & a thrilling experience without the worry of a teammate
shooting them in the back! As the size
of the group grows the friendly ﬁre oﬀ
feature becomes more important. The
game play even with 60 or 100 gamers
at a time is manageble, even with few
staﬀ. The Friend/Foe identiﬁcation,
together with the radio control of the
entire group from the one Master Controller, plus the fact that player cannot
shoot with they are Dead enables the
event to run smoothly. The staﬀ quotient for Battleﬁeld LIVE is much less
than other games like paintball, airsoft
or archery tag.
Just like the MMO online games,
Battleﬁeld LIVE is designed to support
large number of gamers playing simultaneously. The research and development team from Battleﬁeld Sports has
again pushed innovation with this new
version of SATR, in particular its new
Team Mode. Just like MMORPG (massively multiplayer online role-playing
games) this oﬀers a platform for a multiplayer live role-playing games. Gamers on one team may cooperate with
one another & on the opposition team
compete, either way the missions work
well on large scale battles. Battleﬁeld
LIVE plays out well for small groups
of 6 gamers but is a thrilling event for
60+ gamers.

SATR2.2 – TEAM MODE
The latest version of the famous,
patented SATR technology enables
a gaming gun to be set on Team A
or B with friend ﬁre on. This means
for example you can play a Domination Game with friendly ﬁre but
the domination boxes knows what
team the shooter is on. Therefore
the computer inside the Domination
Game will only count a tag from
each team towards the overall victory.
The team setting still controls
which Medic Box will respawn a
player. In previous versions of the
software friendly ﬁre on was indicated by “Team X” on the gaming
gun’s display. In the new software
Team X no longer exists. In the past
the teams have been set of A vs B.
Speciﬁcally, there were “Team A”
& “Team B” teams that have Friend
Fire OFF. Now with this new
software there are the new “Team
a” and “Team b” teams, which is
friendly ﬁre ON. With the new
Team Mode for the Medic Boxes,
Mystery Box, Ammo Box & the
Domination Box all the boxes work
by Teams. If the gaming gun is set
to “Team b” that gun will work the
same as “Team B”.
The only exception is that all gamers, regardless of the team they are
on. Likewise gamers on “Team a”
can be hit by any gaming gun regardless of the shooter’s team.
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Arcade Soundscape
Creates an Engaging Gaming Experience

Ideal for Family Entertainment Centers, Tourist Resorts & Summer Camps SATR2.2 has a new soundscape called ‘Arcade’. Rather than the standard word cues for game play actions the new Arcade SFX
oﬀer a set of intuitive sonic elements just like sounds from a retro pinball parlor.
“We are really excited by the launch of SATR2.2, in particular the new Arcade sound scheme which we
believe is set to be the game-changing innovation in live gaming this year,” said Peter Lander, Founder
of Battleﬁeld Sports. “We believe our customers will love the new software update as it brings a new
and exciting dimension to laser games for live action role-play fans around the world,” said Peter. “This
is just the ﬁrst in a number of exciting innovations that we plan to introduce over the short term which
will distinguish the Battleﬁeld Sports brand from its competitors.”
The Sound of Winning
The new SATR Arcade sound scheme seeks to reinforce
the sensation of winning for the gamer. Gamers get
pleasure from being reassured that they are winning.
Gamers on the same team even get a vicarious pleasure
when they hear their team mates making progress.
The new Arcade sound scheme makes sound eﬀects
consistent with traditional arcade games for hits, kills,
re-spawns, dead already and game start. The hit/kill
sounds have a very short duration.
In fact this reinforcement is one of the key drivers in
Battleﬁeld Sports’ breakthrough patented technology.
The SATR system ensured that via a peer-to-peer system gamers KNOW when they get their opponents.
In the classic system players of outdoor laser tag often
knew when they were hit but not when they tagged their
opponent. It was a negative re-inforcement scenario.
With the real-time hit-feedback of SATR gamers now
have a positive re-enforcement of success within the
game. The digital sound scheme in the SATR laser tag
system was always integral to the gaming experience.
Previous SATR software versions oﬀered gamers this
hit-feedback via a sound eﬀect such as “tagged” or “casualty” in 13 diﬀerent languages.
SATR2.2 now oﬀers Battleﬁeld Operators a meta-language option, a sound scheme similar to a retro arcade.
Sound eﬀects instead of spoken word is better for players who don’t understand language that the Battleﬁeld
Operator has set as standard on his or her gaming guns.
The new sonic elements are quickly interpreted across
many cultures. This is perfect for running events where
there are many gamers with diﬀerent language backgrounds, such as entertaining tourists at a resort or
entertaining student groups from overseas. Carnival
games, casinos, game shows and video games have employed sounds to heighten engagement and pleasure.
Sounds in games and during the game-play are integral
to the gamers’ perception and understanding of fun as
the mission and battleﬁeld props themselves.
Research has shown that multiple-sensory stimuli can
trigger
adrenaline and dopamine. A balance between
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diﬃculty & skill is required to continually
engage a gamer in the combat game. As
Nolan Bushnell, Founder of Atari, famously
said the best games are easy to learn but
diﬃcult to master
master.. As the gamer’s skill
increases, so must the diﬃculty of his or her
mission, or the player will become bored.
But if the skill required is too diﬃcult for
a novice, the gamer will likely become
despondent. So it is important to get the
game-balance right. Battleﬁeld Sports places
immense focus on innovation as core to its
strategy when developing live gaming technology.
The SATR sound eﬀects are an integral component of the gaming experience which helps
create a more immersive entertainment, a
more convincing illusion of the battleﬁeld. It
heightens the amount of stimulation, engages
the senses, and consequently improves the
quality of the gaming experience.

Xperiences Makes an
Impact at Novotel
Xperiences is based within the Novotel Twin Waters
Resort. The resort spreads across almost 90 acres of
lush ECO tourism between the Paciﬁc Ocean and the
Maroochy River on the Sunshine Coast in Australia.
In 2006 Ray Carson launched Corporate & Group
Xperiences as a team building organization for
corporate clients such as Rio Tinto, Deloitte,
KPMG, BP just to name a few. In 2008 they
expanded to oﬀer Segway tours. Then in 2012 the
team added Laser Skirmish (outdoor laser tag).
Ray’s team focus on building strong relationships
with large resort chains such as ACCOR, Spicers
Group, Stella & the Mantra Group so we can design
programs that enhance the designation for groups.
New Year, New Expansion With A New HQ
As part of this year’s new expansion Xperiences
just built a brand new headquarters [see right].
“Our base also doubles as our corporate headquarters for
our Corporate Team building which includes everything
from High Ropes, Raft Challenges, Laser Clay shooting,
an Archery range to simulated aircraft crash,” said Ray.
The Laser Skirmish element of Xperiences is based
around an acre of dense bush land with props such
as aircraft fuselages. The battleﬁeld is enhanced with
some inﬂatable bunkers and of course the forest itself.
The venue is perfect for any group size and a perfect
location for a birthday party or team building activity.
“With access to the entire adjoining property
scenarios can be short and sweet or mission based
incorporating navigation challenges,” said Ray.
“We have catered for corporate team building events
for hundreds of people at a time,” said Ray.
This Is Adult Day-Care!
“We have a wide variety of activities, a simulated aircraft
adventure, Segway tours, Clay Target Shooting over
the water, and of course our jungle warfare outdoor
laser tag. We call it adult day-care,” said Ray.
Xperiences Battleﬁeld with plenty of action
there is fun for all the kids, little and big!
“Xperiences is looking to expand its laser skirmish stock
in 2016 and will oﬀer open days for other businesses
and private owners of gaming guns,” said Ray.
“Using the Battleﬁeld Sports’ latest technology
ensures a hit is a hit!” said Ray.
Xperiences battleﬁeld features diverse terrain from
open grassed woodland to dense jungle and beach
battleﬁelds, all of which are truly realistic.
Participants receive all the gadgets to ensure
their mission is a success from GPS navigation,
sniper ghille suits, camouﬂage paint and uniforms
and supplies cached around the property.

The battleﬁeld also features real battleﬁeld noises
and sounds blasting from Xperience’s loud speaker
system for a really immersive experience.
As well as being the headquarters of
Xperiences, Novotel Twin Waters Resort
also features a 1,400 person conference
center and an 18-hole championship golf
course within a kilometer of the resort.
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Battlefield HQ Software
Struggling to keep up with Demand for Your Laser Tag Business?

Managing a busy laser tag business can be time-consuming. The Battleﬁeld HQ software streamlines your administration chores and lets you concentrate on creating thrilling games and fantastic
memories for your customers. The Battleﬁeld HQ software program enables you to centrally coordinate your laser tag event bookings.
Battleﬁeld HQ is a great event management software & booking software solution for professional
laser tag Venue Managers and mobile battleﬁeld operators. This software allows operators to eﬀectively plan and manage the key elements of an event. Battleﬁeld HQ is ideal for managing any type
of booking, whether it is for a special event, a kid’s party, or for a mobile event, such as a Village
Fair.
This is a reservation system and customer database that works on a local area network. This software enables bookings to be created, modiﬁed, or cancelled. It integrates with email and SMS conﬁrmations. It has a scheduling feature so operators can avoid over-booking equipment.
Increase your eﬃciency and visitor numbers by decreasing your staﬀ’s workload through more eﬀective management of your bookings. This software works with desktops and laptops. It is Windows
compatible. It is not dependant on internet access.
Battleﬁeld HQ Reports
The system can print out a series of reports:
* Create and track bookings. Access customer histories.
* Registration Sheet which lists pre-paid bookings and bookings still needing payment.
* Capacity Management System. Bookings by Location lists the details of diﬀerent bookings.
* Food/Beverage Sheet. This lists what catering has been booked for an event.
* Invoices and Conﬁrmations can automatically be emailed to a customer & sent out as a batch
* Customise the content of all emails.
* Add your own business details to your conﬁrmation & reminders
* Target the no-shows. Link to SMS reminder system.
* Workshop Picking Slip so your quartermaster knows what items/equipment have been booked.
Battleﬁeld HQ Beneﬁts
The beneﬁts of the Battleﬁeld HQ software includes:
* Customer Relationship Management - customer database
enables operators to identify their V.I.P customers.
* Reduce labor involved in booking parties to fee up your
staﬀ for other duties
* Track payments & deposits
* Many mobile laser tag businesses do not have access to
electricity so this system enables print out of POS reports.
* Track marketing eﬀectiveness and how customers found
you.
* Analyse revenue by category.
For those operators who use 100% Battleﬁeld Sports equipment you are eligible for a free license. Email us today for
instructions on how to download this great software program
and get trained - nicole@battleﬁeldsports.com Custom programming is also available, contact us for a quote.
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Why Play the “Domination” Game

The Domination Game is one of the most popular missions. Locally, when we run our Battleﬁeld LIVE sessions we kick oﬀ the event with a Domination Game.
For small groups use one dom box (placed in the center) and for large groups use 3 dom boxes (spread out
along the central diameter of the battleﬁeld).
As with most games each team gets respawns from a
medic box from their team’s base camp. The Domination Game is a timed game. You can set the duration
of the game. The controller is used to set a game timer
so that the boxes & the gaming guns all end together
automatically. The shorter the game the higher your
throughput.
If you are playing indoors start all the gamers in hard
mode with the default 3HP & the range to “Indoor”. If
you are playing outdoors start in standard mode on 5HP.
Both teams receive unlimited respawns from their bases
gamers, ideally, start out of sight of each other. Players
shoot the Domination Box & the opposition.
If a gamer from the Bravo team shoots the box, it starts
ﬂashing blue, and the computer inside the Domination
Box times how long blue is in control. If someone from
Alpha team color shoots the box, the time for the blue
team stops & starts the time for the red time. The light
on the box also ﬂashes red. Determining the victor is
easy. The Domination Box can set up to either shoot the

WORLDWIDE—Contact Us
Email: info@battlefieldsports.com
Web: www.battlefieldsports.com

BFS University

Visit www.
battleﬁeldsports.com home pge &
click on “log in” (with your username/password) to see the latest
high res photos.

TWITTER

Get the very latest. www.twitter.
com/battleﬁeldlive

box to swap teams, or to press the button to swap teams.
We never use the push the button option ourselves, it is
only there for people that use our dom box who don’t
use SATR. We ﬁnd that shooting the box is much more
manageable as they can only shoot the box if they are
alive. This is a huge practical beneﬁt versus systems
with unintegrated domination boxes.
We love the Domination Game because it is simple to
run & simple to understand. Plus players are familiar
with the format from video games. Everyone plays the
whole time, no one sits out. It is a game format that
works as a team game, yet everyone participates the
whole time. This is just what you want in a commercial operation. Players want action! And the Domination Game delivers. Most importantly this mission is
team oriented. Battleﬁeld LIVE is about team games.
Battleﬁeld LIVE is about winning as a team not as a
individual.
Instant Victory! At the end of the game the SATR
system pauses everyone automatically. At the end of the
game the team that earns the most amount of time wins.
The winning team color ﬂashes at the end of the game
and the box has a cool sound eﬀect: “Alpha team is
victorious!” or “Red team is victorious!”. This is great
for battleﬁeld operators because telling which team is
the victor is quick & intuitive.

BLOG

For the inside running on the “behind
the scenes” of Battleﬁeld Sports visit
Nicole’s blog—http://battleﬁeldlive.
livejournal.com/

YOUTUBE

Watch the latest video clips re live
gaming on YouTube, visit www.
youtube.com/battleﬁeldlive

FACEBOOK - more
than 7,000+ fans!
FOR GAMERS visit http://www.facebook.com/BattlefieldLIVE
FOR OPERATORS visit: www.facebook.com/BattlefieldSports

Linked In

The oﬃcial group on linked in
for Battleﬁeld Live Business
owners is now open. Join now.
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